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Community Structure and Interdependence

Invasive Animals
Concepts
Every organism relies
on another organism for
its survival.
Communities are built
upon interdependence,
and an ecosystem can
resemble anthropogenic
communities.
HCPS III Benchmarks
SC.3.1.1.
SC.3.5.1.
FA.3.1.3.
HE.3-5.5.1.
SS.3.7.2.
SS.3.7.3.
Duration
2 hours
Source Material
PRISM
Vocabulary
Community
Dependence
Ecosystem
Independence
Interdependence
Neighborhood
Organism

Summary
Students are introduced to biological communities, similar to
neighborhoods that they are familiar with. Drawing comparisons
between the two systems will allow students to associate vocabulary
with prior knowledge to synthesize the information more easily.
Interdependence is an idea that is practiced within human
communities, although possibly unnoticed, and will be highlighted
and translated into an ecological perspective.

Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

Students will be able to investigate the characteristics of
communities and neighborhoods.
Students will be able to identify the roles of individuals
within communities.
Students will be able to apply knowledge of community
structure to a more expansive ecosystem environment.
Students will be able to recite, define, and utilize the word,
interdependence, in a descriptive paragraph.
Students will be able to use the concept of interdependence to
describe their relationship with a community.

Materials
Activity 1: Communities
For each student:
1 “My community” worksheet
1 writing utensil
1 set of coloring utensils
Activity 2: Interdependence
For each pair of students:
1 blindfold (i.e., cloth-type, paper cutout with rubberband)
For each student:
1 “Interdependence flowchart” worksheet
1 writing utensil
1 set of coloring utensils

Making Connections
Students will draw from personal experience to identify elements of a
neighborhood, and use that prior knowledge to translate them into
comparisons in an ecosystem context. Students will focus on familiar
ecosystems found on the island, such as beaches, oceans, mountains,
and rainforests, to develop ideas about understood relationships.
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Teacher Prep for Activity
Activity 1:
Make 1 copy of “My community” worksheet for each student.
Activity 2:
Make 1 copy of “Interdependence flowchart” worksheet for each student. Create blindfolds for
each pair of students in the class. Blindfolds should fit comfortably around each individual’s
head, and cover all sight during the activity. Students can be designated into two groups before
class, to reduce bias and stress during the process of the activity. Find an open space, either by
moving around desks in the classroom or in an open field, for the interdependence activity.

Background
A community is a group of individuals interacting and sharing an environment. In the biological
sense, these individuals are different organisms and species. An organism is a living individual,
whether plant, animal, or other, that utilizes energy for survival. When translated to
anthropogenic terms, a community can be a group of humans interacting because of a common
thread: intent, belief, resources, needs, or risks. This thread creates the group’s identity. In
living situations, a community can be a neighborhood, where like individuals live in similar
situations.
Most communities are interdependent, or share a mutual responsibility for group
survival. This contrasts other ways of living. Dependency is when one individual or group
needs another individual or group to function normally and comfortably. Independence, in
contrast, is when an individual or group is self-sufficient and non-reliant on another. Both ways
of existence are considerably harder on one group due to the increased responsibility.
An ecosystem is a natural unit of living organisms (plant, animal, micro-organisms) that
in conjunction with non-living factors (water, air, sunlight) prosper in a natural environment.
Most ecosystems contain organisms that are interdependent, and share responsibilities necessary
for survival. A rainforest is a prime example of a healthy, functioning rainforest. Animals and
plants coexist and share resources for all’s benefit.

Vocabulary
Community – a natural population of plants and animals that interact ecologically and live in
one place (as a pond)
Dependence – the quality or state of being influenced or subject to another
Ecosystem – the complex of an ecological community and its environment functioning as a unit
in nature
Independence – the quality or state of being free
Interdependence – dependent upon one another
Neighborhood – the people living around each other
Organism – an individual living thing (as in a person, animal, plant, etc.)

Procedure
Activity 1: Communities (1 hour)
1. Introduce the activity by asking students, “What is a group of people working together
called?”
a. Encourage students to say the word, “community”.
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2. Expound on the word, community, by asking students what are the characteristics of
communities, and where can communities be found.
a. At home
b. At school
c. With sports teams, Boy/Girl Scouts, etc.
3. Go over community structure in areas where students suggested, and what happens when
the community does not work together.
a. For example: A school setting
i. Students work with teachers, classmates, schoolmates, staff, and
administrators.
(Elapsed Time Check: 15 minutes)
4. Pass out “My Community” worksheet.
5. Ask students to write about four (4) different communities that they are a part of.
a. The top left box will be “At School”
b. The top right box will be “At Home”
c. The bottom two boxes will be the students’ choice
6. The webs that each student develops will have themselves as the middle of the web, with
other people branching out from them.
7. There should be at least, but not limited to, four connections to different people from the
student.
8. If time permits, students may be given the option to include accompanying pictures to the
worksheet.
Activity 2: Interdependence (1 hour)
1. Introduce the activity by explaining that this lesson is an activity in communication.
2. Quickly review the aspects of communication (i.e., listening, speaking clearly and
directly, etc.)
3. Bring the students to the area where the activity will be accomplished (large open area in
classroom or open field).
4. Have the students line up in a random order.
5. Give the directions that individuals with blindfolds are allowed to talk, and those without
blindfolds must remain silent.
6. Blindfold every other student in the line.
a. If a student has a documented problem with blindfolding (i.e., claustrophobia),
skip that student and blindfold the next student.
7. Have all the students stand up quietly, and give the direction for the students to line up in
a specific order.
a. Teacher can designate the type of order: lunch line order, alphabetical by first
name, by birthdate, etc.
8. Allow students to commence the activity.
a. It may be a fun challenge to time the students to see how long it takes to get into
order.
9. Once the students have completed the ordering, have them take off the blindfolds and see
if they accomplished their goal.
(Elapsed Time Check: 15 minutes)
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10. Switch individuals who are blindfolded. This allows students to switch roles and see
each role first-hand.
a. Give students a different goal to accomplish with every role switch.
(Elapsed Time Check: 20 minutes)
11. Reconvene in the classroom setting to discuss the activity.
a. Ask leading questions about “What was easy in the activity?” “Who had a more
difficult role?” What was hard in the activity?”
12. Responses should lead into a discussion about working together for a common goal.
13. Introduce the word, “Interdependence” as defined by two or more
people/animals/organisms/species needing each other to live.
a. It may be beneficial to break down the word into “INTER” and “DEPEND” and
“-ence”.
14. Have two students come up to the front of the class, and demonstrate how two friends
may be “interdependent.”
a. These two students can also be used to demonstrate the “interdependence”
between two organisms, such as an ‘Ohi‘a tree and ‘Amakihi.
b. ‘Ohi‘a depends on the ‘Amakihi for carbon dioxide in gas exchange, and seed
dispersal.
c. ‘Amakihi depends on ‘Ohi‘a for shelter, food, and oxygen in gas exchange.
(Elapsed Time Check: 35 minutes)
15. Give the students the “Interdependence Flow Chart” worksheet.
16. Have the students name two species (plant or animal) on the line under the box, and draw
the species in the given boxes.
17. In the large upper arrow, instruct students to write key words of how Species 1 is
dependent on Species 2. In the large lower arrow, instruct students to write key words of
how Species 2 is dependent on Species 1.
18. On the given lines below, instruct students to write complete sentences of how these two
species are interdependent.
19. If time permits, students may be allowed to color their illustrations and should be
encouraged to think of many more ways these two species are interdependent.

Assessments
Classroom discussion on communities and interdependence.
Successful completion of “My Community” worksheet.
Successful completion of “Interdependence Flowchart” worksheet.

Resources
Examples of interdependent species: < http://www.1hope.org/intdpndt.htm>.
Book of illustrated examples:
Cobb, Allan B. 2005. Looking at the interdependence of plants, animals, and the
environment with graphic organizers. Rosen Publishing. ISBN: 1404206159.

Extension Activities
For students who complete the “My Community” activity quickly or if there is time remaining in
class, a quick web search of the word “community” would be a way to expound on the word.
Have students search the word and make a web of the ways that community is used online.
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Extend this activity to infer ways that individuals create communities locally, and who is a part
of them.
For students who complete the “Interdependence Flowchart” activity quickly or if there is time
remaining in class, have students extend their knowledge of interdependence by naming species
that are found only in their backyard and describe the interdependent relationship. This is a more
challenging version of the initial activity.

Culture Connections
This lesson ties into the Hawaiian ideas of laulima (working together) and kokua (help), which
are prevalent in the culture. These, intertwined with the classroom ‘ohana (family), may help
students understand concepts as they are connection with daily life. There is also a connection to
prior knowledge of local species, in this lesson. When relating interdependence to a rainforest or
local marine habitat, the use of familiar species is encouraged. For example, in a rainforest,
honeycreepers depend on the native plant species for food and shelter, and the birds assist seed
dispersal for plant proliferation.
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My Community
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